The substitution of molybdenum and tungsten and vanadium were unable to recover the properties of the original alloy.
The structure and properties indicated that these additions did not alter the volume fraction of Y".
Based on literature information, titanium and columbium additions were selected to substitute Y ' precipitation for the decreased Y" precipitation while maintaining the slow coarsening rate needed in Alloy 718. The result was an alloy with 3.89Cb + 1.27Ti, strengthened by both Y" and Y '. The hardening rates of the 3.89Cb + 1.27Ti alloy was comparable to an alloy with 3.2Cb, indicating a similar precipitation sequence. Microstructural analysis as a function of the aging temperature indicated that the Y ' phase precipitated first while Y" precipitation followed but provided the greater contribution to the room temperature hardness and strength. Figure 2 is a plot of the effect of (Ti+Al) on the dominant strengthening precipitates in alloys from this study and from the literature (14-18). Figure 3 indicates the effect of titanium and columbium on the overaged phase. The overaged phase in alloys 1 and 2, determined by x-ray diffraction, was the 6 phase. Titanium forms the Ni3Ti n overaged phase. While the effect of the overaged phase on the properties is not known, the 6 or 6 + n phases were retained in the design of the alternative alloys. 
